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Hopefully everyone had a rejuvenating spring break.  It definitely felt like 
“sprinter”, a little bit of spring and winter mixed together and lots of 
puddles and patches of ice everywhere.  I’m looking forward to using my 
insulated rubber boots at school when on duty in the next few weeks, as 
there continue to be large puddles and wet areas on the school yard. 

The most significant event at school in March was the book fair!  This 
highly anticipated event felt even more exciting this year as we were 
able to have in-person shopping at the book fair, set up in the gym by 
Mrs. Isaaks and Mrs. Janz.  The colorful and inviting display included a 
wide variety of books as well as the little extras such as posters and 
pencils that students find enticing.  Every student was able to choose a 
book as a reward for meeting their reading goal, and the energy was 
palpable as students made their selections carefully.  Thank you to the 
families for your support of the book fair and for coming to shop.  With the 
purchases that were made we were able to get credit for $1023 of books 
for the school library! 

I have been noticing more educational posts about routines in the last 
while. When circumstances seem to constantly change routines can help 
us stay grounded and regulated or in the green zone as we talk about in 
Zones of Regulation.  We all have routines in our day, such as that 
morning cup of coffee or tea, a list of things we might do as part of 
putting children to bed at the end of the day, and so on.   Students have 
said over and over this year that they are glad to be at school, an 
important routine in their lives and a place that has its own set of daily 
routines.  As we return to being able to do some of the things we love at 
school we are happy to plan for some events that have been part of our 
annual school routine.  These include field trips, the school picnic with 
families able to watch and join us for the morning track and field events 
and lunch, an afternoon at the pool and a year-end celebration in the 
school gym on June 29th that all families are invited to attend.  More 
information and dates for the other events will be coming home as they 
are available. 

Please check out the rest of the newsletter for some pictures from the 
past month and some reminders including upcoming dates.  Also check 
out the refreshed school website at https://res.blsd.ca  
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